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A general construction for creating first countable pseudo-compact extensions of certain spaces 
is given. We show that there exists a first countable u-compact space with no first countable 
pseudocompactification. We construct a new Suslinean example, namely, a first countable, 
pseudocompact, ccc, non-separable space. Assuming Martin’s Axiom, we can further achieve a 
point-countable base. A second application is to unify and clarify examples of Scott and Watson 
of pseudocompact, metaLindelGf and point-countable base non-compact spaces. 
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1. Introduction 
We present a general construction that embeds certain first countable spaces as 
dense subspaces of a first countable pseudocompact extension space, i.e., we con- 
struct first countable pseudocompactifications. We will show that there exists a very 
nice first countable space that has no first countable pseudocompactification. Our 
first application of the construction produces a new Suslinean example, namely, a 
first countable, pseudocompact, ccc, non-separable space. Under an extra 
hypothesis, which follows from Martin’s Axiom, we can also make this space have 
a point-countable base. Our second application will unify and clarify the examples 
of Scott [ll] and Watson [13] of pseudocompact, metaLindel6f (resp. having a 
point-countable base) non-compact spaces. 
2. Definitions 
All of our spaces are Tychonoff spaces. A space is pseudocompact if every 
continuous real-valued function is bounded. It is more convenient to use an 
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equivalent definition. A space is pseudocompact if every infinite disjoint collection 
of open sets has a cluster point. A space is ccc if every infinite disjoint collection 
of open sets is countable. A space is metaLindel6f if every open cover has a 
point-countable open refinement. A space is a-compact if it is the union of countably 
many compact subspaces. 
A n-base 9’ of a space X is a collection of non-empty open sets of X such that 
any non-empty open set of X contains a member of 9. The z--weight of X is the 
least cardinal of a x-base of X. The weight of X is the least cardinal of a base of 
X. The cardinality of the continuum is denoted by c. 
Let (M,: n < w) be a sequence of sets. We define lim sup M,, to be the set of all 
x such that x is in infinitely many M,,‘s and lim inf M,, to be the set of all x such 
that x is in all but finitely many M,,‘s. 
A LOTS is a linearly ordered topological space. A GO-space is a space whose 
underlying set is that of a LOTS and whose topology is generated by the open 
intervals together with an arbitrary collection of convex subsets of that LOTS. 
3. General construction 
For reasons of simplicity only, all of our spaces henceforth will be O-dimensional 
Hausdorff spaces. 
Let 55’ be an open base, consisting of clopen sets, for a space X. Put D(B) = 
{S = (S,: n < 0): S is a sequence of disjoint non-empty sets from 93 that has no 
cluster point in X}. For S and T in D(93) we say that S refines T if there exists an 
injection i: w 9 w such that S, c T,,,, for all n. We say that SE D(B) is 93-exact if 
whenever S frequently meets a BE 3 then S eventually is contained in B, i.e., if 
for every n there exists nr 3 n such that S, n B # 0, then there exists n such that 
&GE for all msn. Put E(%)={SED(!B): S is %-exact}. A subset Y of E(B) 
is eventually disjoint provided that whenever S and T are distinct members of 9’ 
then there exists n such that U,,,, S, n IJ,,, T,,, = 0. 
To each eventually disjoint 9’~ E( 93) we assign a space X(Y) as follows: 
X(Y) = X u Y’. For each clopen D c Xput D* = D u {S E Y: S eventually is con- 
tained in D} and for each SEY and for each n<w put O,,(S)={S}uu,,~ S*,. 
Put~(Y)={B*:B~~}u{O,(S):n<wandS~Y}.Ourconstructionofthespaces 
X(Y) was inspired by Mrowka’s [14] spaces Nu 3, where 92 is an almost disjoint 
family on fU 
Claim 3.1. B(Y) is an open base, of clopen sets, for a HausdorfS topology on X(Y). 
It is this topology that we consider when we mention X(Y) henceforth. 
First, let us show that 93(Y) is an open base for a topology. Note that if 
{B,: i<r}c93 then (ni<,Bi)*=ni<,B:. Take XEX with xEn,,,BTn 
nj_ O,,(S’). Thus x E &, Bi and for every j < s there exists rnj 2 5 with x E Sk,. 
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Choose BE !?I3 with XE B and Bsni,, Bi nnj_ S&. Then XE B* and B”G 
n,.,, BTnnj,, O,,(Sj). Take SEY with SEnicr B:nnj,, O,(S). Thus for 
every j < s there exists m, 2 n, with SE n,,, BT n SiT. Choose n such that for every 
m 2 n, S, z n,,, Bi n njcs X,. Then SE O,(S) and O,(S)cni,, BTn 
fIjCF O,,(S). 
Now, let us show that each member of 93(Y) is closed. Take x E X with x G B”. 
ChooseDE~withxEDandDnB=0.ThenxED*andD*nB*=0.TakeSEY 
with S rZ B”. Since S is ?i3-exact there exists n such that for every m 2 n, S, n B = 0. 
Then SE O,,(S) and O,(S)n B*=@ Take XGX with x&O,,(S). Since x is not a 
cluster point of S there exists BE 93 with x E B and B n IJ,,, S, = 0. Then x E B* 
and B* n O,,(S) = 0. Take T E 9’ with T $ O,(S). Since T and S are eventually 
disjoint there exists n’> n with U,,,,,, T,,, n I.-J,,,,,,. S, = 0. Since T& U,,,,,~ S*, 
from what we have already shown, there exists r 2 n’ with O,(T) n U nsrnin s*,=a. 
Then TEO,(T) and O,(T)nO,(S)=CI 
IfxEXthen{x}=n{B*: x~BandB~9?}andifS~9’then{S}=~,,,O,(S). 
Thus X(Y) is O-dimensional and T,, hence Hausdorff as well. 
It is clear that X is a dense subspace of X(Y). Each SE Y is a point of first 
countability of X(9) and if {B,: n < o} s 98 is a countable base at x E X then 
{Bz: n <w} is a countable base at XE X(Y). 
Claim 3.2. (a) If Y is a maximal eventually disjoint subset of E(!B) and zfalso E(3) 
is dense in D( %‘), i.e., iffor every T E D( 3) there exists SE E( !%‘) such that S refines 
T, then X(9’) is pseudocompact. 
(b) If {S,,: n < w and SE 9’} is a point-countable collection and zf {{S,: n < w}: SE 
Y} is a disjoint collection then { 0, (S): n < w and S E Y’} is a point-countable collection, 
In this case, X(Y) is metaLindeliif tfX is metaLindel6f and 93(3’) is point-countable 
zf 93 is point-countable. 
To see (a) let (U,,: n < w) be a sequence of disjoint non-empty open sets of X(Y). 
Since X is dense in X(9’), for each n choose a non-empty B, E 93 with B, c U,,. If 
(B,: n < w) has a cluster point p in X then p is a cluster of ( U,,: n < w) as well. 
Otherwise (B,: n < w) E D( 93) and by our assumptions there exists SE Y such that 
for every n there exist m, p 3 n with S, n B,, # 0. Thus S is a cluster point of 
(U,: n<w). 
The proof of (b) is straightforward. 
In order to construct pseudocompactifications in this fashion the space X must 
have a base 93 for which E(3) is dense in D(3). All locally compact spaces do. 
Just put 53 = {B: B is a compact clopen subset of X}. Then E( 93) = D(3). Also, 
all GO-spaces do. Let G be an order on X from which X is constructed. Put 93 
equal to any base consisting of clopen convex subsets of X. E( 53) is dense in D( 9) 
because every S E D(a) contains either an increasing or a decreasing subsequence 
and such sequences are seen to be 9%exact. 
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4. Pseudocompactifications of Pixley-Roy examples 
It is known, cf. Jech [4] and Juhasz [5], that it is independent of ZFC whether 
there exists a first countable, locally compact, ccc, nonseparable space. The author 
[2] showed that there does exist a first countable, u-compact, ccc, non-separable 
space in just ZF. We now answer a question, posed by G. Woods, on whether a 
pseudocompact example exists in ZFC. Since our example is not countably compact, 
the question remains as to whether there is a first countable, countably compact, 
ccc, non-separable space in ZFC. 
Pixley and Roy [8] introduced the following types of examples. Let T be an 
uncountable subset of the Cantorset C and let Q be the clopen algebra of C. Put 
F[ T] = {F: F is a finite subset of T} and for FE F[ T] and I/ E 3 put [F, U] = 
{GE F(T): F s G G I/}. The collection of all such [F, U]‘s serves as a base for a 
O-dimensional Hausdorff topology on F[T]. They showed that F[T] was a ccc, 
non-separable, Moore space. We mention that Rudin [9] has earlier constructed 
such a Moore space, although of a different type. 
Van Douwen [3] has shown that F[ T] has no first countable compactification. 
We will show that F[C] has no first countable pseudocompactification. Since the 
author’s example, cited above, was an extension of F[C], it follows that there are 
first countable cT-compact spaces with no first countable pseudocompactifications. 
In contrast, we will construct a first countable pseudocompactification of F[ T] 
where T is a A-set. A A-set, cf. Kuratowski [6], is an uncountable subset of C in 
which each countable subset is a relative Gs. Kuratowski showed that one exists in 
ZFC of size w,. Thus we produce a first countable, pseudocompact, ccc, nonseparable 
space of v-weight wl. 
Theorem 4.1. F[ C] has no jrst countable pseudocompactification. 
Proof. Assume that F[C] is a dense subspace of a first countable pseudocompact 
space X. We inductively construct a decreasing sequence of Cantorsets K”, clopen 
sets B” C_ C of diameter <l/n with K n s B”, points S” E n {Cl, ([{ p}, B”]): p E K”} 
and sequences (G;: k < w) with each Gi E F[ C] such that (Gi: k < w) converges 
to S” and K * n Uk_ Gz = 0. 
Once this is done, we take pin,,_ K”. Put R = Intx Cl,([{p}, B’]). Since 
{p} E R there exists n < w with Cl,([{ p}, B”]) c R. Thus S” E R and there exists 
k < w with GE E R. However Gi E R implies p E GL. So, p E K” n G;, a contradiction. 
The inductive step goes as follows (the first step is similar); Choose a Cantorset 
K s K” and a clopen B”+’ with K G B”+’ and the diameter of B”+’ less than 
l/(n + 1). Choose a sequence (Fk: k < w) of finite subsets of K that increase up to 
a dense subset of K. Since X is pseudocompact choose s”+’ E nktw Clx ([ Fk, ,“+‘I). 
Let (Ok: k < w) be a decreasing neighbourhood base at sn+‘. Choose [GE+‘, W,] E 
[Fk, B”+‘] n Ok. Since the Fk’s increase to a dense subset of K and each Fk is 
contained in the clopen W, there exists an infinite Ac w such that K nnktA W, 
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contains a Cantorset K’. Since lJktA GE+’ is countable there exists a Cantorset 
K *+’ L K’ with K”+’ n UktA G;” = 0. The sequence (G;“: k E A) converges 
to ?+I. If p E K”+’ and s”+‘E 0, for k E A then p E W, and G;+‘c B”+‘. 
Hence [{p}, B’+‘] n [ GZ+‘, W,]#B and so [{p},Bflt’]nOk#O. Thus s”+‘E 
Cl,([{ P>, B”+‘l). 
Theorem 4.2. F[ T], where T is a h-set, has a $rst countable pseudocompactijcation. 
Proof. Put 93 = {[ F, U]: FE F[ T] and U E %} where “11 is the clopen algebra of C. 
Since % is countable, % is a point-countable base for F[ T]. We need only show 
that E( 30) is dense in D( 93). Then choose a maximal eventually disjoint subcollec- 
tion Y of E(93). F[T](Y) works by Claim 3.2(a). 
Let H(C) denote the hyperspace of all non-empty closed subsets of C endowed 
with the Vietoris topology. We say that a sequence ([M,,, U,,]: n < w) is proper if 
(a) there exists K E H(C) such that both (M,,: n < w) and ( U,,: n < w) converge to 
K in H(C), (b) lim sup M, = lim inf M,,, and (c) nneA U, A Tc lim sup M,, for all 
infinite A G w. 
The following Claims 4.3 and 4.4 complete the proof. 
Claim 4.3. The proper sequences are dense in D(9). 
Proof. Let ([M,, U,,]: n < W)E D(B), Since H(C) is sequentially compact we can 
find K E H(C) so that (a) is true for some refinement. Every sequence of finite sets 
has a subsequence satisfying (b). We thus get a refinement ([M,,, V,,]): n E S) satisfy- 
ing (a) and (b). Since T is a A-set, choose a decreasing sequence (0,: n ES) of 
open subsets of C such that UniS M,, =nnss 0, n T Shrink V, to Vk so that 
VL c 0,. We now have that nntA VL n T c lJncS M,, for all infinite A L S. Finally, 
shrink VA to W,, so that W,, nU,_ M, G M,,. Then ([M,, W,]: n E S) is proper and 
refines our original sequence. 
Claim 4.4. A proper sequence is P&exact. 
Proof. Let [F, U] E % and assume that a proper ([M,, U,,]: n < w) frequently meets 
[F, U], i.e., for every n there exists m z=n such that [M,,,, U,]n[F, U]#0. Thus 
M,uF~U,nU.By(a)letK~H(C)besuchthat(M,:n<w)and(U,:n<w) 
converge to K. Since the M,,‘s frequently are contained in U we get K c U. So, the 
U,‘s eventually are contained in U. Since F frequently is contained in the U,,‘s, by 
(c), we get that FG lim sup M,,. By (b) we get Fc lim inf M,,. Thus eventually 
F s M,, and U,, c U. Hence eventually [M,,, U,,] is contained in [F, U]. 
The technique used in the proof of the next corollary will be referred to twice in 
the next section. 
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Corollary 4.5. If T is a A-set of cardinality c, then F[ T] has a pseudocompactiJcation 
with a point-countable base. In particular, assuming Martin’s Axiom, there exists a 
pseudocompact, ccc, non-separable space with a point-countable base. 
Proof. Let 93 and 011 be as in Theorem 4.2. We will construct Yc E(B) so that 
Claim 3.2 is satisfied. The key points are that E(B) has cardinality c and that each 
B E 93 contains c other ones. Of course E( 33) is dense in D(9) as before. Enumerate 
E(W) as {T”: LY < c}. Assume that we have constructed for all p < CY, where CY < c, 
Sp E E(3) such that Sp refines TP and {{SE: n < w}: p < (Y} is a disjoint collection. 
We then choose, for each n, Sz E 93 such that Sz G Tz and Sz $ {Si: p < CY and 
m < o} and put S” = (Sz: n < w). Now choose a maximal eventually disjoint subset 
Y of {Sa: (Y < c}. Y is a maximal eventually disjoint subset of E( 6%‘) and Claim 
3.2(b) is satisfied. Hence F[T](Y) works. 
A natural question is whether a space with these properties can be constructed 
in ZFC alone. 
5. MetaLindelSf, pseudocompact, non-compact examples 
Scott [II] constructed, assuming the continuum hypothesis, a first countable, 
metalindelijf, pseudocompact, non-compact space having a dense cT-compact sub- 
space. 
For our generality, we use the fact that a first countable, locally compact, metalin- 
deliif space X has a point-countable rr-base. To see this, consider the Alexandroff 
one-point compactification (YX. Since, cf. Aquaro [ 11, countably compact metalin- 
delof spaces are compact, we deduce that aX has countable tightness. Since, cf. 
Sapirovski [lo], compact spaces of countable tightness have a point-countable 
m-base, we deduce that aX has one and hence X has one as well. 
Example 5.1. Let X be a first countable, O-dimensional, locally compact, metalin- 
delof, non-compact space in which all non-empty open sets have rr-weight c. X has 
a first countable, metalindelof, non-compact pseudocompactification X(Y). 
Put 93 = {B: B is a compact clopen subset of X}. Hence, )%I = c and E( 93) = D( LB). 
Choose a point-countable rr-base 9 with 9 G 9. Inductively, as in the proof of 
Corollary 4.5, construct Y’ c E (93) n 9“’ such that Y’ is dense in E (93) and {{S, : n < 
w}: SE Y’} is a disjoint collection. Choose an infinite maximal eventually disjoint 
subset Y of Y’. X(Y) works. X(Y) is non-compact since Y is an infinite closed 
discrete subspace and X(Y) has the other properties by Claim 3.2. 
Remark 5.2. Scott took X to be the disjoint union of w copies of K” where K was 
the lexicographic ordered square. Taking X to be the disjoint union of w copies of 
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L where L is the w2-lexicographic power of 2 gives an example with a dense 
c-compact LOTS. 
Watson [ 131 constructed, using no extra set-theoretic assumptions, a pseudocom- 
pact non-compact space with a point countable base and having a dense non- 
archimedean subspace. 
Example 5.3. Let X be a GO-space with a point-countable base %? of clopen sets 
in which all non-empty open sets have weight c. X has a pseudocompactification 
X(Y) with a point-countable base. X(Y) necessarily has no dense a-compact 
subspace since, cf. Mischenko [7], compact spaces with a point-countable base are 
metrizable. 
Fix an order d on X from which the GO-space is built. Put 6% = {B: B is a 
maximal convex subset of some C E %}. 9I is a point-countable base, of cardinality 
c, of clopen convex sets of X. As noted before, E( 6%‘) is dense in D( %I). Inductively, 
as in the proof of Corollary 4.5, construct 9”s E(9) such that Y’ is dense in E(B) 
and {{S,: n < w}: SE Y”} is a disjoint collection. Choose a maximal eventually 
disjoint subset Y of 9”. X(Y) works. 
Remark 5.4. Watson took X to be the space of all countable paths through an w-ary 
tree of height w,, with the Tynchonoff topology. Taking X to be [D(c)]” where 
D(c) is the discrete space of cardinality c gives an example with a dense metrizable 
LOTS. We mention, without proof, that there is a Lindeliif GO extension of [D( c)]” 
having a point-countable base of clopen sets (take an inverse limit of Michael’s line 
built by isolating the points of a Bernstein set). Such an X yields an example with 
a dense Lindelof subspace. 
Remark 5.5. We mention the following relevant facts: The Forster-Scott-Watson 
theorm, cf. Watson [13], that pseudocompact metacompact spaces are compact; 
Uspenskii’s theorem [ 121 that pseudocompact spaces with a c-point-finite base are 
metrizable. 
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